SUJÁNs four properties in Rajasthan are a culmination of authentic experiences
SUJÁN

WHY US

SUJÁN’s four properties in Rajasthan are the culmination of authentic experiences and a finely refined—but in no way gimmicky—aesthetic sense.

If a combination of culture and wildlife is what you are after, then there are few places better than JAWAI (situated in between Jodhpur and Udaipur). SUJÁN’s uber chic and stylish camp designed by the owners Anjali and Jaisal Singh. Here leopards dwell alongside charismatic Ratan tribemen in a landscape described by William Dalrymple as “other worldly”.

SUJÁN’s latest venture is Rajmahal Palace in Jaipur. This grand dame has been around for as long as Jaipur, and is the Pink City’s oldest royal palace belonging to the Maharanji of Jaipur. The style, décor and utter flawlessness of this royal residence must be experienced to be believed. For more information, visit www.sujanluxury.com, call +91 11 4417 2700 or email reservations@sujaunluxury.com.
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